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under responsibility ofAbstract
Vernacular buildings across the globe provide instructive examples of sustainable solutions to
building problems. Yet, these solutions are assumed to be inapplicable to modern buildings.
Despite some views to the contrary, there continues to be a tendency to consider innovative
building technology as the hallmark of modern architecture because tradition is commonly
viewed as the antonym of modernity. The problem is addressed by practical exercises and
ﬁeldwork studies in the application of vernacular traditions to current problems. This study
investigates some aspects of mainstream modernist design solutions and concepts inherent in
the vernacular of Asia, particularly that of the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT). This work hinges on
such ideas and practices as ecological design, modular and incremental design, standardization,
and ﬂexible and temporal concepts in the design of spaces. The blurred edges between the
traditional and modern technical aspects of building design, as addressed by both vernacular
builders and modern architects, are explored.
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Southeast University.1. Introduction
Currently building technology and sustainable design are
considered as fundamental to the growing ﬁeld of contempor-
ary architecture. Practicing architects have a challenging
responsibility to design buildings that are environmentally
sustainable with the change in the global concern regardingn and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
47Modernity in traditionthe use of energy and resources (Wines and Jodidio, 2000;
Cox, 2009; Friedman, 2012). This new responsibility has
prompted a sensible shift in trend from a biased preference
of eye-catching, institutionalized building forms to more
organic, humble, yet energy-efﬁcient vernacular forms. Addi-
tionally, the local forms of construction capitalize on the users'
knowledge of how buildings can be effectively designed to
promote cultural conservation and traditional wisdom (Oliver,
2003; Rapoport, 2005).
A number of practitioners are also inspired by building
traditions, given that the local vernacular forms have proven
to be energy efﬁcient and “green,” honed by local resources,
geography, and climate (Fathy and Shearer, 1986; Curtis, 1996;
Lewis, 2014). However, given the diversity of vernacular
architecture in the global context, the techniques or
technology-based research on vernacular architecture remains
surprisingly limited beyond performance-based examples. This
limitation stems from multiple factors, one being fundamen-
tally hinged on the conventional notions of “traditional” and
“modern” in the discourse of architecture.
In the discussion of vernacular architecture, ambiguities
arise from the meanings of certain terms and concepts. The
words “modern” and “traditional” are often considered as
being in fundamental opposition to each other. One tends to
suppose that vernacular architecture is a kind of traditional
architecture, distinct from modern architecture. In this
dualist view, the traditional is taken to be inept or
technologically crude (Bourdier and Trinh, 1996).2 This view
not only establishes the vernacular as a distinct category,
but also implies that it is nearly immutable and static,
“indeed unimprovable, since it serves its purpose to perfec-
tion” (Tzonis et al., 2001).3 However, a fragmented volume
of empirically grounded works on Asian vernacular dwellings
suggests that sly details, materiality, as well as adaptive and
smart-space solutions and techniques are deployed inge-
niously as much (or more so) by the local unknown builders
in a traditional setting as by modern illustrious architects.
These ﬁndings are shunned by the limited development in
research that explicitly addresses the application and use of
vernacular knowledge and skills in contemporary architec-
tural examples (Vellinga and Asquith, 2006).1.1. Scope and approaches
Drawing upon the limitations, this study examines a speciﬁc
type of vernacular architecture, which is shown to be
consistent with contemporary design thinking and practice.
The ﬁndings are based on a primary ﬁeldwork4 conducted in2Bourdier and Minh-ha, “Foreword” in Drawn from African Dwell-
ings. According to the authors, the concept of tradition cannot be
merely opposed to that of modernization without falling prey to the
pitfalls of binary dualist thinking.
3As quoted from Rudofsky, “Architecture without architects” in
Tzonis, Lefaivre and Stagno [eds.], Tropical Architecture: Critical
Regionalism in the Age of Globalization, p. 101.
4The ethnographic and architectural ﬁndings, as well as the
related visuals, used in this article draw upon a ﬁeldwork conducted
in 10 hamlets in Bandarban - the southernmost district of the CHT.
The survey area was roughly dispersed around three major mouzas,
Alikadam, Thanchi and Suwalak. Collection of ethnographic and
architectural data was done through participant-observationthe Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT), the hilly border region in
the southeastern part of Bangladesh. From an ethno-
linguistic perspective, CHT is the most complex region of
Bangladesh,5 and this complexity is mirrored in the local hill
settlements with distinctive, historically perfected features
exhibiting ecologically sound lessons for sustainable or
green architecture. Mainly dubbed as “primitive” or “indi-
genous” dwellings, the atypical upland examples of the Mru
people are not seriously researched, remain outside archi-
tectural references, and are limited to casual comments
and picturesque images (Ara and Rashid, 2003). Traditional
hill-ethnic dwellings in the Chittagong Hills generally share
striking similarities with some typologies of Southeast Asian
traditional architecture rather than South Asian vernaculars
(Brauns and Löfﬂer, 1990, 60).
Starting with reviews on the construction of modernism
and its fuzzy boundaries in the context of architectural
development, the follow-up sections of this paper illustrate
how environmental issues and technology are manifested in
Asian vernacular examples. Although the approach is largely
qualitative, drawings and photos are used sequentially and
analytically to ascertain the temporal dynamics of technol-
ogy and spaces (Grills, 1998; Yin, 2003; Van Maanen, 1983;
Ball and Smith, 1992). Analytical points are grouped under
themes and then discussed under thematic parts. The
approach avoids argumentative points and leans on similarities
rather than comparative notes. Selected Asian vernacular
examples, aside from the CHT, are drawn into the discussion
to illustrate themes. This work has two main objectives. First
is to contribute to an important debate on the relevance of
any edge between the traditional and modern aspects of
design decisions and technology. This perceived gap is a
limiting factor in appreciation of local forms and technology.
Second is to highlight materiality, design innovations, and
ingenuity in local architecture, particularly in Asian vernacular
examples, that are at par with or are more instructive than
that in modern buildings. This context opens up possibilities
for embracing vernacular as a model for technically honed
sustainable forms in the 21st century.1.2. Context, material, innovation, and
technology: path to modern architecture
The concept of modernism in architecture is difﬁcult to
deﬁne despite being clearly conceived in opposition to late
19th century historicism, and rejecting historical precedents
and traditional methods of building (Ching et al., 2011;(footnote continued)
involving interviews, photography, measured drawings(on-site),
sketches and other forms of visual notes. Two Marma interpreters
and guides helped in the interview process. Notes were audio
recorded, written down and transcribed off-site.
5Eleven indigenous groups, collectively known as the jhumias,
reside in the CHT area. The ethnic communities (other than the
Bangali) are Chakma, Marma, Tripura, Tangchangya, Khyang, Chak,
Bawm, Lushai, Pangkhua, Mro[Mru] and Khumi. The three largest
groups are the Chakma, Marma and the Tripura. Mru are the largest
of the smaller groups. In general, language, culture, social struc-
ture, and traditional economic mode of production of the hill
people are uniquely different compared with the Bangali, the
mainstream people of the ﬂood plains of Bangladesh.
M. Rashid, D.R. Ara48Curtis, 1996). Despite showing strong preferences
for industrial building materials and production, the buildings
of modern style have simple forms, visually expressive
structures, abstract ornamentation, and functionality, in
that there is a strong rational basis to the building volumes.
Modernism redeﬁned the aesthetic appreciation of buildings
to value clarity and to highlight the philosophy “less is more”
in appearance and detail. Paradoxically, however, the early
20th century pioneers of the movement also exhibited strong
preferences for nature, environmental factors, structural
precision, and material integrity – many of the features
inherent in vernacular architecture. Wright talked about
organic architecture in 1908, long before the term “ecology”
became fashionable. He pioneered the ideas that buildings
should be extensions of the environment and that their
three-dimensional forms should depend upon the properties
of materials (Wines and Jodidio, 2000, 22–23). Modern
masters, such as Corbusier and Aalto, aimed to build
spiritually reviving environments in which man could live in
harmony with nature (Menin and Samuel, 2003, 73,81). Aalto
believed that the natural energy of light and air should ﬁlter
into the designed spaces and thus developed a variety of
techniques to let natural light into interior spaces. Le
Corbusier was well known for his deep concern for “sun,
space, and greenery” in his designs. The Australian architect
and Pritzker Prize winner Glenn Murcutt is known for
designing earth-friendly structures (Figure 1) that are unpre-
tentious, comfortable, and economical. His design approach
responds to the site, the wind, and the sun, and he professes
to share the aboriginal philosophy “touch the earth lightly.”
In another contemporary example, Jean-Marie Tjibaou Cul-
tural Centre (Figure 2), Renzo Piano creates a seemingly
impossible link between the high-tech and the vernacular
through a successful fusion of material, form, technology and
planning ideas borrowed from the vernacular knowledge of
the Kanak tribe (Wines and Jodidio, 2000, 126).Figure 1 “Touch this earth lightly” – a modernist approach exhibi
particulars of the site. Left: Murcutt’s sketch relating building to th
Murcutt, p. 218. Top right: Designing on unspoiled landscape, From
Cover Fromonot, Glenn Murcutt.Technological perfection in Mru architecture, which is a
perceived “primitive” architecture, is similarly derived
from an understanding of the locally available materials
and the constraints of the site, climate, and environment.
The traditional design approaches do not differ signiﬁcantly
from the modernist design concepts and concerns just
outlined. The durability of construction of a hill house
without nails, screws, or wires was a noticeable point that
anyone who visited the hill dwellings could hardly miss.
Löfﬂer describes:
Props and thong bindings offer ample support for a Mru
house. Not only can dozens of people sit on the ﬂoor at
the same time; they can dance on it and jump on it in
rhythm. During the monsoon season these houses hold up
repeatedly to storms. (Brauns and Löfﬂer, 1990, 70)
An earlier historical record by a colonial administrator of
the hills presents a similar observation:
A hill house perched in an exposed position on the ridge
or spur of a lofty eminence looks the frailest structure in
the world; its strength however is surprising, and in spite
of the fearful tempests that sometimes sweep over the
hills, I never heard of a house having fallen or being
injured by the wind. (Lewin, 1869, 15)
Building a house on stilts shows the ingenuity of the
builders in solving the physical and natural constraints of
the site. The stilt construction shows a high degree of
speciﬁcity unique to this hilly region. Broadly, the stilt
construction of CHT is distinguished from other pile struc-
tures of Southeast Asia by the three-dimensional quality of
the propped structural members (see Figure 4). Geographi-
cal and climatic constraints are two important considera-
tions in the construction of such pile structures. The
perpendicular posts are propped up from three sides,ts sustaining the ecology, sensitivity to the local landscape
e site. Marika-Alderton House , NSW 1991–94, Fromonot, G
onot, Glenn Murcutt, p. 219. Bottom right: Simpson-Lee hoand
lenn
use.
Figure 2 Jean-Marie Tjibaou Cultural Centre (New Caledonia, 1991/1998): The Centre followed two main guidelines – Kanak
vernacular knowledge in construction competencies, on the other hand making use of modern materials, such as glass, aluminum,
steel and advanced lightweight technologies (in addition to traditional materials wood and stone). These buildings strongly express
the harmonious relationship with the environment that typiﬁes the Kanak-tribe culture.
Source: Renzo Piano Building Workshop.
Figure 3 Modernist space – a ﬂexible plan with freestanding pillars and movable walls. Left: The grid of the column layout in a Mru
dwelling. Sketch by Author. Right: Maison Domino and the grid of the column in the free plan. Adapted from Le Corbusier selected
drawings, p. 16 and p. 22. Sketches by authors.
49Modernity in traditionmaking it possible for the structure to counteract any
lateral sliding in case of soil shifts or earthquakes, given
that mild earthquakes frequently occur in the region. Two
earthquakes were recorded in 1950 and 1955 but no report
of any damage to the hill dwellings was recorded (Ishaq,1971, 20). The indigenous solution provides substantial
rigidity to the overall structure in balancing heavy wind
load prevalent on high mountainous regions (Figures 3 and
4). Technicalities are also evident in the ingenious construc-
tion details. The lashing or clipping methods, in the absence
Figure 4 Five pillar construction. Left: A Mru house section. Right: Construction process starts from the two gable sides where
5 structural posts in two rows stand freely from enclosing panels. After setting structural posts and ﬂoor, roof is added. Enclosing
walls come much later in phase three. Sketch & CAD analysis by authors.
Figure 5 Work of art or innovative building technology? Photograph showing the method of clipping without nails and thongs to join
loose construction members in the char (open raised terrace). Photo: authors.
6The mainstream Bangla language speaking population of Bangla-
desh. Approximately 98% of the people of Bangladesh are Bangali.
M. Rashid, D.R. Ara50of nails, used in stilt dwellings (Figure 5) is common in
Southeast Asian vernacular examples. The lashing method is
very popular for the recycling of materials and members for
the addition, extension, relocation, and quick rebuilding of
the house (Dawson and Gillow, 1994; 12; Knapp, 2003, 263,
281; Waterson, 1990, 74). Aside from structural logic, the
material-logic is also intriguing in Asian vernacular
examples.
The bamboo is literally the stuff of life. He builds his
house of bamboo; he fertilizes his ﬁelds with its ashes; of
its stem he makes vessels in which to carry water; with
two bits of bamboo he can produce ﬁre; its young and
succulent shoots provide a dainty dinner dish; and heweaves his sleeping mat of ﬁne slips thereof. (Lewin,
1869, 9)
In the hills, the use of the bamboo in every aspect of life
can still be observed. The use of this natural material in
building construction has other implications, such as on the
size of a dwelling. Although all Mru dwellings are compara-
tively larger than the huts or dwellings of the Bangali and
other ethnic groups,6 the selection of materials depends on
the strength and properties. The resultant size of the
dwellings thus varies. The size of the public space, that
is, the kim-tom or the living space, may range from
51Modernity in traditionapproximately 23 m2 in a bamboo built dwelling, to approxi-
mately 60 m2 for a wood built dwelling. Thus, the material
and its structural properties inﬂuence the size of the built
form. The material-logic further establishes vernacular
against the notion that native dwellings are irrational.
Bamboo is a common building material for traditional
construction in most regions of Southeast Asia, whereas
approximately half of the more than 700 species of bamboo
known worldwide can be found. In the current trials of
tensile strength, bamboo surprisingly outperforms most of
other materials, even reinforcement steel. Bamboo
achieves its strength through its hollow, tubular structure.
The lightweight structure makes bamboo easy to harvest
and transport. Owing to its incredibly rapid growth cycle
and capability to grow in various areas, bamboo is consid-
ered as an economic construction material. Research indi-
cates that bamboo structures have high endurance against
storms and earthquakes, which are very common in Chit-
tagong Hills (Dawson and Gillow, 1994).7 Bamboo has other
advantages as a construction material. It produces no
waste. It is a sustainable organic material that does not
require much labor. It can be sliced and ﬂattened easily
with the simplest of tools. The shell can be chopped into
suitable lengths. It can be split to produce half culm sand
split-peeled to make binding or lashing materials. Bamboo
splines can be woven to make partitions that are capable of
breathing and screens that enable-diffused lighting. Con-
versely, bamboo has disadvantages, such as its susceptibility
to buckling and limited resistance to wet soil. However,
details can be worked out to solve these problems. The
sophisticated technical details in bamboo that have been
worked out to perfection in Mru architecture reﬂect the
adaptability of Mru building practices to their native land-
scape, climate, topography, as well as available means and
tools (Ara and Rashid, 2003).1.3. Freeplan: pilotis and ﬂuid space
One had therefore a structural system – skeleton –
completely independent of the functions of the house
plan. This skeleton simply carries the ﬂoor and the
staircase. It is made of standard elements, combinable
with each other, which permits great diversity in the
grouping of houses. (Broadbent, 1973, 47)8
Modern architecture is widely accepted to enable ﬂex-
ibility in design, often resulting from structural sophistica-
tion, such as in posts and beams as opposed to load bearing
construction, portability of elements, compactness, stan-
dardization, prefabrication, and economy of structure.
These features are commonly the result of technical devel-
opments. Modern practice increasingly uses smart design
components that can be substituted, upgraded, replaced,
maintained, or repaired.
Walls are frequently movable and removable that is, non-
load bearing, as facilitated by their modular design. Many of
the same characteristics are found in Mru architecture. The7For the Southeast Asian context, see Dawson and Gillow,
Traditional Architecture of Indonesia, pp. 22–3.
8See Le Corbusier on Domino, cited in Broadbent, Design in
Architecture, p 47.vision of Domino ﬂat plate with free columns without beams
(Sandaker et al., 2011), which signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the
development of a novel structural system during the modern
architectural period and beyond, is clearly used in indigen-
ous Mru dwellings (Figure 3). The thick triple layered
bamboo ﬂoor of the Mru serves as a ﬂat plate system that
resists the upward shearing impact of columns.
The Mru building process is mostly standardize, such that
most of the elements are made on the ground and then
assembled together on site to create the ﬁnal form. The
walls are non-load bearing and stand free of the structural
posts parallel to the gable ends in the public space. Along
the gable ends, ﬁve pillars are found in the kim-tom
irrespective of whether the construction is of bamboo or
wood. The ﬁve posts are erected in two rows, ﬂanking the
core space of kim-tom in between. On the free gable end
side of the kim-tom, a part of the ﬂoor space juts out in a
cantilever from the structural posts, usually over the steep
slope side of the site. The cantilever usually varies from
approximately1 m to 1.5 m. The ﬁve pillars divide the space
into approximately four parts, giving a ﬂexible but precise
reference grid for organizing other elements, such as the
openings.9
The ﬁve-pillar arrangement has certain direct technical
advantages (Figures 3 and 4). By increasing the number of
posts, the roof load is more evenly distributed, thereby
increasing the structural rigidity of the form. In houses of
wooden construction, increasing the number of posts makes
it possible to span a given space using tree trunks with
smaller diameter. Builders generally reported that no
exception to the ﬁve-pillar scheme exists. However, one
unusual case refutes the universality of the rule. In the case
of three pillars, 450 mm diameter tree trunks are used. This
case possibly indicates that the larger diameter trees were
once plentiful, and the scheme might have been prevalent.
However, practical constraints, such as a shortage of larger
trees and difﬁculties in handling them, may have resulted in
a change of practice through which the ﬁve-pillar scheme
came to prevail. A similar transformation might have
occurred in southern China. The chaundau framework or
ﬁve-pillar arrangement is also thought to have evolved in
response to a shortage of timber of sufﬁcient size for post-
and-beam construction (Knapp, 2000, 86).
The elements of support in Mru houses are separated
from the elements of enclosure. In the more private space,
that is, the kimma (bedroom), the walls are tied to the
structural posts and may either be exposed outside or stand
within the enclosure. The structural logic of the construc-
tion is integrated with the function of the space, and the
treatment of the cantilevered part, which projects from the
ﬁve posts on gable end with a more porous slat grid work, is
ingenious. This practice reduces dead load on the jutting
part and creates a utilitarian extended ﬂoor that can be
used as an aisle for storing agricultural items. Air from
beneath the ﬂoor thus ﬂows in through the open grid work
and moderates humidity.9Drawings and sketches from ﬁeldwork, authors.
M. Rashid, D.R. Ara522. Expandable form and space
In contemporary design practice, researchers increasingly
emphasize “smart architecture”, that is, architecture with
an organic presence that is capable of growing according to
the changing needs of the users:
The time factor and the fact that life is enacted in
dynamic processes needs incorporating into the architec-
tural design. A process-based architecture of this order
brings about a process rather than a ﬁnished article, a set
of possibilities that puts the product aspect in the hands
of its users. … It does not need to be an immaterial,
virtual architecture. On the contrary, the presence of a
physical, spatial structure always will be a necessary
condition for potential use. It is the form that is no longer
stable, that is ready to accept change. Its temporary state
is determined by the circumstances of the moment on the
basis of an activated process and in-built intelligence and
potential for change. (Hinte, 2003, 130–133)
However, this description is not the only hallmark of what we
deﬁne as modern architecture. This process-based incremental
growth has long deﬁned vernacular architecture, sometimes
with more rigor and sophistication than generic modern archi-
tectural designs in which it has only been marginally evident.
The traditional Malay house, the bumbung panjang,10 shows
sophistication and an additive system. The simple roof of
the bumbung panjang is very efﬁcient in making additions to
the house (Hashimah Wan, 2005, 15). The core house is the
rumah ibu, which is extended when addition is needed. This
house satisﬁes the need of a small family. The rumah ibu can be
big or small depending on the family. If the family expands or
resources become available, a rumah ibu can be converted into
a kitchen, whereas a larger rumah ibu is constructed. Additive
elements can be attached to the main block with a distinction
in the roof level as in the serambi gantung or gajah menyusu
addition. Alternatively, these elements can have a transitional
element, such as selang,11 in the middle (Figures 6 and 7).
Addition by way of a common court is also possible. Addition
can take place sidewise or parallel along the long axis or the
short axis of the main structure (Lim, 1987, 121).The Malay
house achieves maximum utilization and minimum use of
resources by adopting incremental housing solutions. The house
is not a ﬁnal product, but rather changes and grows along with
the inhabitants. The connection of building modules through a
terrace as the family expands is observed in a Bon Thai house.
According to Marc Askew (cited in Knapp, 2003)“ The modular
house form and its adaptability is also present in Thai-Yuan
[northern Thai] and southern Thai houses, despite differences in
design details.”12 When a traditional Japanese house needs to10Various traditional houses classiﬁed mainly by their roof shapes
can be identiﬁed in Peninsular Malaysia. The basic houseforms are
the bumbung panjang, bumbung lima, bumbung perak and bum-
bung limas. The most common houseform is the bumbung panjang,
characterized by a long gable roof. Retrieved from the website
http://www.malaysiasite.nl/malayhouse.htm. See also Ismail,
Malaysia: Fusion of the East and the West,p 15.
11A selangis a covered walkway. The two blocks remain distinct in
roof line with a slightly lower roof over the selang.
12Marc Askew, “Ban Thai”: House and Culture in a transforming
society’, in Knapp, Asia's Old Dwellings, p 263.be expanded, the expansion takes place in two directions.
The long section can be extended, as in the Malay house, by the
simple addition of a structural bay. A lean-to roof along the
outer edge of the main roof is usually attached to the short
section if a narrower addition is needed. Lean-to roofs, called
hisashi,13 are commonly used devices for the expansion of a
Japanese house (Engel, 1985; 85; Young and Young, 2007). In
traditional Japanese house types, the main and the extended
roof are distinct. However, these features are indistinguishable
in later versions, given that the lean-to roof became integrated
with the whole extended roof structure (Knapp, 2003).14
The additive quality is also observed in traditional Chinese
houses. The smallest Chinese dwelling is composed of a single
jian (bay), which is a multi-purpose space accommodating
living, cooking, sleeping, and other activities. Space also has
expandable qualities. The addition takes place by adding pairs
of parallel columns and extending the overhead roof purlins
(Knapp, 1989, 33-34). In a typical rural Bangali house, addi-
tional rooms are arranged perpendicular to the axis of the core
rectangle (as in a courtyard dwelling in northern China), thus
forming a court. The Mru dwelling15 also has a sophisticated
additive quality. The kimma is the core house, which expands as
the family's needs change. Connection of an additional module
such as kim-tom, that is, the multi-functional living space, can
occur with only a distinction at the roof level. More modules
can be added to the verandah or machan, similar to the Malay
house, if more space is needed. However, each extension takes
place under a separate roof, and the long axis of the additive
blocks is always parallel to the main axis of the core house
called the kimma.2.1. Minimalist house: the traditional and the
modern
One important trend in modernist architecture is the
minimalist design, which drew inspiration from the stylish
simplicity of traditional Japanese architecture. In Japanese
traditional houses, the spatial conception of the wall
signiﬁcantly differs from that in Western architecture,
which is more dominant. In the absence of heavy walls,
territorial claims are made through various symbolic expres-
sions, such as by varying heights and differences in the
materials used in ﬁnishing a ﬂoor. Delimitation of space is
achieved through varying ceiling heights, changes in mate-
rial ﬁnishes, placement of columns and beams, and even by
a ﬂoor mat. In such architecture,“ boundaries are created
[or] implied through a traditional code system and without
the need to be deﬁned by the explicit physical presence of
wall” (Knapp, 2003).1613Lean-on lower roof for peripheral areas, such as verandah and
wall openings, is common in a Japanese traditional house. See
Engel, Measure and construction of the Japanese house, p 86.
14Naonori, “Japan’s Traditional Houses,” in Knapp, Asia's Old
Dwellings, p 298.
15This study largely focuses on the architecture of the Mru (the
largest of the smaller ethnic groups) in Bandarban hill region of the
Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT). Mru architecture is predominant and
thriving in this southern most part of the CHT.
16Naonori, “Japan’s Traditional Houses,” in Knapp, Asia's old
dwellings, p. 307.
Figure 6 Incremental dwelling: different addition possibilities
in a Malay house. Addition by lean-to-roof block, addition by
selang and expansion by adding similar but smaller bumbung
panjang house form can be noted in the picture sequences.
Lim, The Malay house, p. 120.
Figure 7 Process of interior space expansion by hisashi in a
Japanese structure. The sequences show how the interior space
was expanded while the structure of the principal hall
remained in its original condition. Knapp, Asia's old dwellings,
p. 299.
17Augusto Villalon, “The Evolution of the Philippine Traditional
53Modernity in traditionThe deﬁnition of space enclosed not by physical bound-
aries. such as walls, but by mere “suggestion” is not
something unique to the Southeast Asian traditional archi-
tecture. A similar observation is made by Bourdier about
traditional Nuna villages in Africa. The uncovered cooking
areas are set up in the open space and “are not clearly
deﬁned by walls, but simply suggested through a zone of
packed earth” (Bourdier and Minh-Ha Trinh, 1985, 57). In a
single room, within a bahay kubo privacy, is a function of
eye contact: One “disappears” or becomes “no longerpresent” by simply looking away (Knapp 2003).17 When
one is within the space but outside eye contact, one is
within a private space. As Waterson cautions, the concept of
privacy can prove to be completely different in many
Southeast Asian societies. The Western lens can be inade-
quate to read a concept that is very much rooted in the
social and cultural conventions of the dwellers (Waterson,
1990, 170). In many of these societies, physical walls are
non-existent simply because there is no need to have a wall,
as social conventions quite adequately construct a non-
physical wall by means of which privacy is maintained.
Apart from this complex relational feature between
minimalism and the local perception of use and space,
sophisticated optimized technology is also integrated into
exemplary space saving physical solutions. In the hill, the
traditional bamboo sliding panels as doorways outperform
conventional swing doors in a very practical way. These
lightweight sliding partitions, most unlikely modern details
from a “primitive” dwelling, are made from thin bamboo
splines weaved in the same way as stitching. In the absence
of hinges, the sliding partitions can be constructed swiftly
off site and be readily dismantled. When weaving the mat,
the width is kept ﬂexible, often exceeding the dimension of
the gap left for the opening. This feature lends additional
ﬂexibility in constructing the screens without meticulous
measurement. These mats are either secured freely in the
cavity between the bamboo and wooden posts or hang and
slide from top rails only. When sliding on a bamboo channel
ﬁxed on the ground, the screen is often made stiffer by
anchoring to a bottom rail of bamboo. The thin exposedHouse,” in Knapp, Asia's Old Dwellings, p 208.
M. Rashid, D.R. Ara54faces of the openings or cutouts in the bamboo panels are
secured by edging with split or whole bamboo poles of
smaller diameters that are bundled and clustered together.
Horizontally laid bamboo poles, which are an integral part
of the vertical frame securing the curtain walls, act as
continuous skirting at the ﬂoor bottom and as top rails at
the lintel level. Fixing of panels to the posts by lashing
enables easy maintenance and replacement. This kind of
ingenious solution creates not merely an optimized unclut-
tered space, but also an uninterrupted communally cohe-
sive domain.183. Conclusion
… what is needed at the beginning of the new millen-
nium is an architectural perspective in which valuable
vernacular knowledge is integrated with equally valuable
modern knowledge… (Vellinga and Asquith, 2006, 18)
The vision, though noted, is yet to be sculpted in the
right direction. In current architectural discourse, a ten-
dency in which contemporary examples are placed in a
hermetic situation where traditional and modern architec-
tural examples are displaced from one another, thereby
subverting any possibility for transmission of ideas and
lessons between the two despite emerging ﬁndings from
local architectural case studies where technological innova-
tions and environmental perception and knowledge are
remarkably modern. Such tendency limits and slows the
promise for the development of an ecologically inspired
green/sustainable design-tuned architecture, though this
appears to be a catchphrase now. The ﬁndings presented in
this study do not propose utopian solutions from Asian
vernacular examples that might be included in modern
buildings. Rather, a few key merged notions between
traditional and modern ways of building and construction
are illustrated throughout the article. In doing so, we
propose that ideas and issues be opened up for the
exploration and identiﬁcation of new directions in green/
sustainable and innovative techniques, which might be
channeled and ﬁltered through local knowledge, practice,
and wisdom as much as by new industrial innovations and
emerging technology. Vernacular dwelling studies show a
remarkable shift from the previous “image” and “notion”
ideas of static old forms. By contrast, a section of current
works is opting to highlight critical, creative, and proce-
dural aspects of vernacular examples. This shift certainly
lifts vernacular to a prominent position in architectural
research, education and practice.
…if we understand…why a thing looks the way it does,
or why it works the way it does, then we understand the
principle, and that principle, not the form it produces, is
transferable. (Glenn Murcutt, cited in Curtis, 1996, 640)18It is interesting to note how technology is perfected to reach a
social goal in the Mru architecture. Indeed, to be able to play a
communal leadership role by hosting feasts and inviting guests is
mush aspired by every member of theMru community. The kim-tom
is designed as a large uninterrupted multi-purpose space with non-
obtrusive sliding partitions to provide access and exit to other parts
of the dwelling. Field notes, authors.In essence, this understanding is not so remote from the
famous Miesian aphorism,“ Form is not the aim of the work,
but only the result” (Fromonot, 2003, 23).This result, as in
the vernacular architecture of the Mru as well as in modern
successful design practices, is hinged on some common
dynamics. Any boundary between tradition and modernity
is ﬂuid and complex. The bypassed vernacular built solu-
tions, such as material and structural sensibility, minimal-
ism, modularity, adaptability, as well as tactile and
temporality or ﬂuidity, are essentially modern. Drawing
upon the similarities in principles rather than in images,
one can see the possibilities of transmission of ideas and
techniques from traditional (in vernacular) to modern (as in
contemporary examples) or from modern to vernacular in a
two way directional process.
Needless to say, local vernacular examples offer a rich
repertoire of architectural knowledge not only in the ﬁeld
of design, innovations, and sustainable techniques but also
in other theoretical ﬁelds. Local solutions are obviously
honed by culture and social logic (Rapoport, 2005; Oliver,
2003), thereby adding a deeper meaning to the given
examples. Indeed, many of the deﬁning criteria for moder-
nist design (such as Le Corbusier's “ﬁve points of architec-
ture”)19 that are often considered as radical innovations,
are inspired by traditional or vernacular forms (Glancey,
2003)20 in which social, cultural, spatial, physical, techno-
logical, and aesthetic factors combined into one complex
deﬁnition.
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